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RSA Mixer  
The Nittany Lion 
 
 7:00pm Optional Workshop Dinner   




Identifying Parameters for Rhetoric and Performance 
Developing a heuristic for work in rhetoric and performance and reviewing past work—in-depth discussion of 
performance types as attitudes and approaches—enumeration of key concerns, scholars, methods, and 




Testing Parameters for Rhetoric and Performance 
Using the same heuristic for planning and conducting new work—articulating what lies ahead in different 
areas of rhetoric and performance (e.g., what are shared agendas? what are shared exigences?)—what are the 




RSA Picnic  




The Future for Rhetoric and Performance 
As a group, what can we say about rhetoric and performance?—individually, what can each of us 
contribute?—discussion of future plans: conversations, conferences, publications, etc. 
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